New and Noteworthy

- Newly appointed Board of Governor members
- The Engineering Undergraduate Wellness Survey is up!
  - Goal: assess the state of wellbeing of engineering students in order to help the EUS identify and respond to student needs
- The EUS adopted a new Environmental Sustainability Policy
  - Guidelines/recommendations for events & operations of all sizes
  - Accountability measures to insure the implementation of said recommendations ( overseen by SEAM, EUS’s sustainability committee)
- EUS Fall Referendum happened, both items passed:
  - Reduction of the Engineering Undergraduate Support Fund (EUSF) Fee and Update of the EUSF Bylaw
  - Renewal of the Engineering Undergraduate Equipment Fund (EUGE)
- Sent a delegation to CDE (Conference on Diversity in Engineering)
  - Great workshops on accessibility, mental health, indigenous student perspectives & representation in engineering, and much more.

Events (Since Councillor Fakih’s Report)

- MEC- McGill Engineering Competition - happened on November 8th-10th
- NOBE - National Organization for Business & Engineering - held their case competition on November 24th
● Code.jam (hackathon) happened on the weekend of the 15th of November
● Engineering Jacket sale (first time we have Eng jackets)
● Fall Banquet was last week, and was a jolly good time as usual
● And countless other departmental events

Upcoming:

● E-Week: as fun, safe and inclusive as ever!
  ○ REGISTRATION IS OPEN!!!!

If you have any questions or comments, feel free to reach out to me,

All the best,

Bruno Marcoux (He, Him/ He)
Engineering Representative to SSMU Council
MC7, 3480 University St, Montreal QC, Canada
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